The new dimension in measurement:
Functionality, easy handling

NEW! GLM 150 Professional
The 150-m laser rangefinder for indoor use for professionals from professionals

www.bosch-professional.uk.com
GLM 150 Professional
More functionality and convenience for indoor work

150 m measurement performance
due to large glass lens

Illuminated display
Large, concise 4-line display

IP54: dust and splash protection
for the complete tool including battery compartment

Multifunctional measurement pin
for precise measurement from hard-to-reach areas and edges

GLM 150 Professional
Measurement range 0.05–150 m
Measurement accuracy ± 1.0 mm
Battery lifetime, approx.
- Individual measurements 30,000
- Continuous measurement 5 h
Dust and splash protection IP 54
Dimensions 66 mm x 120 mm x 37 mm
Weight 0.24 kg
Part number 0 601 072 070

5 new functions for faster and accurate working:

Double Pythagoras for convenient tripod measurements and height calculations in hard-to-reach areas

Combined Pythagoras for partial height measurement

Trapezium function for measuring roof slopes

Timer function for high-precision measurement with a tripod and from difficult measuring points

Stake-out function for marking repetitive distances